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Modern Heating Solutions.
In the UK today, we consume vast quantities of energy in our buildings. For example, the power we use to
heat our homes and to provide us with hot water alone accounts for more than 20% of our national CO2

emissions!

In today’s world of growing environmental concerns and rising fuel prices it is clear that the challenge for
modern heating solutions is how to provide indoor comfort in the most energy efficient way possible.

MYSON is one of the oldest and most respected names in the heating industry, offering an unrivalled range
of heating solutions. As one of the UK’s leading brands, with a reputation for maximising the role of innovation
and technology in our operations, we are committed to helping reduce national CO2 emissions by developing
energy efficient products that are capable of operating effectively at low flow temperatures.



The iVECTOR is MYSON’s latest product innovation and an exciting, energy efficient addition to our 
range of modern heating solutions.

The iVECTOR is the first in a new generation of intelligent fan convectors. It has been designed specifically
to combine all the traditional advantages of a fan convector with a range of new product features made 
possible by our latest energy efficient heating technology. Overall, the iVECTOR provides an exciting 
package of significant benefits:

New iVECTOR

Introducing the

New iVECTOR.

• Ideal for use with traditional boilers and 
renewable heat sources

• Excellent heat outputs, even when operating with 
lower water temperatures

• Compact in size, due to the large surface area 
of its heat exchanger

• Low water content, between 5-10% of the 
amount used in a traditional radiator with 
equivalent output

• Easy to install, there is only a one - piece casing 
to attach

• Provides a rapid and efficient response to a 
building’s heating and cooling requirements

• Suitable for both new build and renovation 
projects

• Incorporates innovative, intelligent and easy to 
use controls

• Operates almost silently at low speeds, it is our 
quietest fan convector ever!



Efficient and Effective Performance.
In recent times, gas boilers have overwhelmingly been the UK’s most popular choice for generating heat in
buildings. Today, however, the list of options is growing, with renewable technologies, such as heat pumps,
becoming more popular.

The iVECTOR has been designed to operate efficiently even with low flow temperatures. This means that it
is a cost effective option for use with both traditional boilers and renewable technologies. Heat pumps are
more efficient when running at lower water temperatures.

With renewable installations such as heat pumps, iVECTORS are a viable alternative to underfloor heating
or radiators and can be installed in different rooms or on separate floors of the same building. This is because
all products can operate using the same low flow temperatures. 

For systems with traditional boilers, high outputs can be achieved making it ideal for domestic and 
commercial applications. The lower water content inside each iVECTOR means that it produces an instant
heat response where needed and cools quicker when heat is no longer required. iVECTORS, therefore,
waste minimal energy and have lower lifecycle costs than other fan convectors, making them a realistic 
alternative to traditional radiators in refurbishment projects.  

The iVECTOR’s low water content means it is able to 
respond almost immediately, rapidly heating or cooling 

rooms as required with minimal energy wastage.



The iVECTOR utilises a high efficiency heat exchanger, intelligent controls and fan assisted convection. This
powerful combination of features enables the iVECTOR to provide a fast, accurate and co-ordinated 
response to the heating requirements of every room in a building.

The large surface area of the iVECTOR’s heat exchanger means that units are compact in size and occupy
less space than a panel radiator of equivalent output. By utilising fan convection, the iVECTOR also provides
an even distribution of warm air throughout a room meaning that rooms feel more comfortable, even at lower
temperatures.

In winter months, the iVECTOR rapidly supplies warmth and can automatically switch to cooling during the
summer when fitted with a reverse cycle heat pump. The electronic thermostat in each iVECTOR closely
monitors temperatures room by room and controls the fan speed to accurately maintain temperatures at the
desired comfort level.

The iVECTOR is manufactured in the UK, operates to the highest efficiency, is the quietest product in its
class and comes with a 2 year warranty.

New iVECTOR

Fast and

Accurate 
Response.

Suitable for use with:



Intelligent and Easy to Use Controls.
The intelligent, electronic control system in every iVECTOR provides a wide range of easy to use heating
and cooling operating options. Its two-tier level of programming incorporates an ‘easy’ mode for everyday
operation and a ‘full’ mode for more advanced functions. 

The MYSON product range is now more widely available than ever before
through leading national heating and plumbing merchants. For details contact
our customer services direct on 0845 402 3434 or visit www.myson.co.uk

• Each iVECTOR is individually programmable 

• 24/7 programmer with 1 hour time periods

• Lockable LCD backlit display

• Automatic and manual options for control 
of fan speeds

• Option to link to building management systems

• Night set-back function

• Programmes saved in memory for 12 hours in 
event of power failure 



Performance Data

Weight, Water Content and Motor Power

Noise levels tested in accordance with ISO 3741.

Model
Motor 

Power (w)
Water 

Content (l)
Unpacked

Weight (kg)

Dimensions

Model
Nominal Height

(mm)
Depth
(mm)

Length
(mm)

     iV60x080                 600                     153                     800          

     iV60x100                 600                     153                    1000

     iV60x120                 600                     153                    1200

     iV60x140                 600                     153                    1400

     iV60x160                 600                     153                    1600

     iV60x080                  32                      0.66                    22.8          

     iV60x100                  35                      0.92                    27.7

     iV60x120                  44                      1.19                    32.5

     iV60x140                  53                      1.45                    37.5

     iV60x160                  65                      1.72                    42.6

All iVECTOR models require an electrical supply of 220-240V –
50Hz fused at 3A.

The iVECTOR should be sized based on “normal” outputs.

Electrical Data

Relative Humidity: Sensible cooling at 50%.

New iVECTOR

     100            675           1015          1418          1594          1877     

     150           1423          2088          2859          3187          3731

     220           2878          4127          5543          6131          7140

     330           6067          8489         11176        12257        14194

     500          13026        17775        22926        24929        28700

     750          27459        36559        46221        49837        57051

Pressure Drop (Pa)Flow

(l/h) iV60x080 iV60x100 iV60x120 iV60x140 iV60x160
Model

Normal Medium Boost

     iV60x080                24.8                    37.7                    47.9          

     iV60x100                  27                      35.8                    47.9

     iV60x120                  24                      40.5                    51.7

     iV60x140                24.9                    35.5                    54.8

     iV60x160                  27                       35                      56.3

Sound Pressure (dBA) (at 2.5m)

Noise LevelsPressure Drop

Model Flow
(l/h) ΔT20 ΔT25 ΔT30 ΔT35 ΔT40 ΔT45 ΔT50

Mean water - air temp difference (watts) Cooling (watts)

Condition 7-12-27
Fan 

Speed

   Normal         341             738            940            1146          1355           1567           1781          1997

  Medium        341             989           1260           1537          1817           2101           2388          2678

    Boost           341            1360          1733           2113          2499           2889           3284          3682

   Normal         450            1012          1289           1572          1859           2149           2443          2739

  Medium        450            1352          1723           2101          2484           2872           3265          3661

    Boost           450            1892          2412           2941          3477           4020           4569          5124

   Normal         600            1214          1548           1887          2231           2580           2932          3288

  Medium        600            1643          2094           2553          3018           3490           3967          4448

    Boost           600            2409          3070           3743          4425           5117           5815          6521

   Normal         700            1428          1820           2219          2624           3034           3449          3867

  Medium        700            1945          2478           3022          3573           4131           4695          5265

    Boost           700            2916          3716           4531          5357           6194           7040          7894

   Normal         800            1647          2099           2560          3027           3499           3977          4460

  Medium        800            2246          2863           3491          4127           4772           5424          6082

    Boost           800            3422          4362           5318          6288           7270           8263          9266

iV60x080

iV60x100

iV60x120

iV60x140

iV60x160

Total Sensible

     707             527

    1126            829

    1648           1227

    1011            753

    1600           1178

    2304           1716

    1250            931

    1960           1442

    2918           2173

    1490           1110

    2320           1707

    3533           2631

    1729           1288

    2679           1972

    4147           3088
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Fan Convector Brochure 
& Technical Guide

Eco Brochure Heatloss Manager

MYSON’S choice of fan convectors provide original and creative solutions to modern heating 

requirements and offer advantages and features that are not always available from a traditional emitter. 

In addition to this publication, we have a wide range of brochures for both domestic and commercial 

applications. Please visit our website www.myson.co.uk for more information.


